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Chapter 3Chapter 3

Introduction to Visual Basic Introduction to Visual Basic 
ProgrammingProgramming

Visual Programming and Event Visual Programming and Event 
ProgrammingProgramming

�� Visual ProgrammingVisual Programming
–– create GUI’s by pointing and clicking mousecreate GUI’s by pointing and clicking mouse
–– eliminates need for writing code for GUI’seliminates need for writing code for GUI’s

�� Programmer writes code to describe what Programmer writes code to describe what 
happens when user interacts with interface happens when user interacts with interface 
(events)(events)

�� Events are passed on to windows operating Events are passed on to windows operating 
systemsystem

Visual Programming and Event Visual Programming and Event 
ProgrammingProgramming

�� EventEvent--Driven programming creates code to Driven programming creates code to 
represent eventsrepresent events
•• user drives program, not programmeruser drives program, not programmer

–– user friendlyuser friendly
•• interface will remain in an interface will remain in an eventevent--monitoring monitoring state state 

until user responds (useruntil user responds (user--driven)driven)
•• Event procedures respond to events and are Event procedures respond to events and are 

automatically generated by VBautomatically generated by VB
•• programming code responds to certain eventsprogramming code responds to certain events

A Simple Program : Printing a Line A Simple Program : Printing a Line 
Of Text on the FormOf Text on the Form

�� Create two buttons: Create two buttons: PrintPrint and and ExitExit
�� CommandButton CommandButton object is used to create two object is used to create two 

buttonsbuttons
�� Form, command buttons, and propertiesForm, command buttons, and properties

•• Figure 3.2, p. 52Figure 3.2, p. 52
�� Properties window contains Properties window contains Object boxObject box

•• determines which object’s properties are determines which object’s properties are 
displayed displayed 

A Simple Program : Printing a Line A Simple Program : Printing a Line 
Of Text on the FormOf Text on the Form

�� Properties:Properties:
•• TabIndexTabIndex determines which control gets the focusdetermines which control gets the focus

–– (active control) user uses tab key to move focus(active control) user uses tab key to move focus
–– range 0 to last controlrange 0 to last control
–– Control with focus has darker border and dotted inner Control with focus has darker border and dotted inner 

square on its facesquare on its face
–– 1st control added is assigned index of 01st control added is assigned index of 0

–– can be changed in properties windowcan be changed in properties window

•• Coding Coding PrintPrint button’s event procedurebutton’s event procedure

A Simple Program : Printing a Line A Simple Program : Printing a Line 
Of Text on the FormOf Text on the Form

�� Code window:Code window:
•• Private sub Private sub cmdDisplaycmdDisplay_Click( )_Click( )

–– procedure definition headerprocedure definition header
•• View:View:

–– Procedure View displays procedures one at a timeProcedure View displays procedures one at a time
–– Full Module View displays code for entire module Full Module View displays code for entire module 

(default) Figure 3.5 and 3.6, p. 55(default) Figure 3.5 and 3.6, p. 55
•• Code:Code:

–– ‘Every time this button is clicked, the message‘Every time this button is clicked, the message
–– ‘”Welcome to Visual Basic”    (comments)‘”Welcome to Visual Basic”    (comments)
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A Simple Program : Printing a Line A Simple Program : Printing a Line 
Of Text on the FormOf Text on the Form

–– Print “Welcome to Visual Basic!”Print “Welcome to Visual Basic!” (command)(command)
•• End SubEnd Sub
•• Private Sub Private Sub cmdExitcmdExit_Click( )_Click( )

–– EndEnd ‘Terminate program‘Terminate program
•• End SubEnd Sub

�� Object box Object box lists form and all associated lists form and all associated 
objectsobjects

�� Procedure boxProcedure box lists procedures associated lists procedures associated 
with object displayed in with object displayed in object boxobject box

A Simple Program : Printing a Line A Simple Program : Printing a Line 
Of Text on the FormOf Text on the Form

�� PrintPrint statement statement 
•• prints text displayed on next line prints text displayed on next line 
•• default is to print on Formdefault is to print on Form

�� Problem? Problem? 
•• Will be covered up by ControlWill be covered up by Control

�� EndEnd statementstatement
•• terminates program executionterminates program execution
•• places user in design modeplaces user in design mode
•• Note:use only 1 Note:use only 1 EndEnd for normal terminationfor normal termination

A Simple Program : Printing a Line A Simple Program : Printing a Line 
Of Text on the FormOf Text on the Form

�� When typing a line of codeWhen typing a line of code
•• after entering will be checked for syntax errorsafter entering will be checked for syntax errors
•• Figure 3.8, p. 57 syntax error dialogFigure 3.8, p. 57 syntax error dialog

�� Syntax errorsSyntax errors
•• violation of language rulesviolation of language rules

�� Color scheme :(Tools>Options>Editor Format )Color scheme :(Tools>Options>Editor Format )
•• CommentsComments--greengreen
•• eventsevents--blackblack
•• reserved wordsreserved words--blueblue

Another Simple Program:Another Simple Program:
Adding IntegersAdding Integers

�� Program receives Integers from user, Program receives Integers from user, 
computes sum, and displays resultcomputes sum, and displays result
•• Figure 3.10, p. 60Figure 3.10, p. 60

�� Object properties: Object properties: Figure 3.11, p. 60Figure 3.11, p. 60--6161
�� Program code:Program code: Figure 3.12, p. 61Figure 3.12, p. 61
�� Textbox control is main user inputTextbox control is main user input

•• common properties:common properties:
•• Text=stores textText=stores text
•• Enabled=True (default)Enabled=True (default)

Another Simple Program:Another Simple Program:
Adding IntegersAdding Integers

•• Note1:  if False, user cannot interact with textboxNote1:  if False, user cannot interact with textbox
•• Note2: text representing sum appears grayNote2: text representing sum appears gray

–– indicates it is disabledindicates it is disabled
•• MaxLengthMaxLength=limits how many characters can be =limits how many characters can be 

entered in textboxentered in textbox
•• default=0default=0

�� General DeclarationGeneral Declaration
•• statements are available to every event procedurestatements are available to every event procedure
•• Example: Example: DimDim sum sum AsAs IntegerInteger

Another Simple Program:Another Simple Program:
Adding IntegersAdding Integers
�� Sum used to store informationSum used to store information
�� Note1: variable names cannot be keywords and Note1: variable names cannot be keywords and 

must begin with a lettermust begin with a letter
•• will cause syntax error if does not begin with a will cause syntax error if does not begin with a 

letterletter
•• can be made up of letters, numbers, and underscorecan be made up of letters, numbers, and underscore

�� Note2: Visual Basic is not case sensitiveNote2: Visual Basic is not case sensitive
�� DimDim explicitly (formally) declares variablesexplicitly (formally) declares variables
�� AsAs part of declaration and variable typespart of declaration and variable types
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Another Simple Program:Another Simple Program:
Adding IntegersAdding Integers
�� Example: Integer would be any whole numberExample: Integer would be any whole number
�� Integers are stored in two bytes,Integers are stored in two bytes,

•• range range --32767 to 3276832767 to 32768
•• default value is 0default value is 0

�� Note1: choose meaningful variable namesNote1: choose meaningful variable names
�� Note2: exceeding and Integer’s range is a runNote2: exceeding and Integer’s range is a run--

time errortime error
�� Variables can be declared using special Variables can be declared using special 

symbols: type declaration characterssymbols: type declaration characters

Another Simple Program:Another Simple Program:
Adding IntegersAdding Integers

•• Example:Example: Dim sum% (integer TDC)Dim sum% (integer TDC)
•• Figure 5.3, p. 165Figure 5.3, p. 165
•• someVariablesomeVariable% = 8 (implicitly declares integer)% = 8 (implicitly declares integer)

�� Note1: variables exist only as long as Note1: variables exist only as long as 
procedure is executingprocedure is executing

�� Note2: TDC with Note2: TDC with AsAs is a syntax erroris a syntax error
�� variable not given a type is given default type variable not given a type is given default type 

variantvariant
�� Dim x As Integer, YDim x As Integer, Y

Another Simple Program:Another Simple Program:
Adding IntegersAdding Integers

�� Dim x,y As IntegerDim x,y As Integer
�� Access a property:Access a property:

•• use object’s name followed by period and property use object’s name followed by period and property 
namename

•• sum = sum +sum = sum + txtInputtxtInput.Text.Text
•• expressions or values that cannot be implicitly expressions or values that cannot be implicitly 

converted result in runconverted result in run--time errorstime errors
�� Let sum = sum + Let sum = sum + txtInputtxtInput.text.text

•• Let is optionalLet is optional

Another Simple Program:Another Simple Program:
Adding IntegersAdding Integers
�� txtInputtxtInput.Text = “ ”.Text = “ ” (clears object) (clears object) 
�� txtSumtxtSum.Text = sum  (converts sum’s value to .Text = sum  (converts sum’s value to 

string)string)
�� Memory ConceptsMemory Concepts

•• variables correspond to storage locations in variables correspond to storage locations in 
computer’s memory(RAM)computer’s memory(RAM)

•• value assigned to variable replaces current value value assigned to variable replaces current value 
stored  (destructive readstored  (destructive read--in) Figure 3.13, p. 64in) Figure 3.13, p. 64

•• value read out of memory , current value is value read out of memory , current value is 
unaffected (nondestructive)unaffected (nondestructive)

Arithmetic Operations and Arithmetic Operations and 
Operator PrecedenceOperator Precedence

�� ArithmeticArithmetic::
•• operations summarized in Figure 3.14, p. 65operations summarized in Figure 3.14, p. 65
•• Mod (Mod (modulasmodulas) operator returns Integer remainder ) operator returns Integer remainder 

after Integer divisionafter Integer division
–– rounds any fractional part before performing operationrounds any fractional part before performing operation
–– example: 20 Mod 5 = 0 ; 7 Mod 4 = 3example: 20 Mod 5 = 0 ; 7 Mod 4 = 3

•• Note1: integer division is rounded before division Note1: integer division is rounded before division 
takes place (round up)takes place (round up)

•• Note2: FloatingNote2: Floating--point division yields a floatingpoint division yields a floating--point point 
number (represents real numbers)number (represents real numbers)

Arithmetic Operations and Arithmetic Operations and 
Operator PrecedenceOperator Precedence

�� Order Precedence:Order Precedence:
•• ()()
•• ^     exponentiation^     exponentiation
•• -- negationnegation
•• */*/
•• \\ integer divisioninteger division
•• ModMod
•• ++--
•• Example: z = p * r ^ q + w / x Example: z = p * r ^ q + w / x -- y  (Figure 3.16, p. 68)y  (Figure 3.16, p. 68)
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Arithmetic Operations and Arithmetic Operations and 
Operator PrecedenceOperator Precedence

�� Parentheses can make a complex expression Parentheses can make a complex expression 
clearerclearer

�� Decision making Comparison Operators:Decision making Comparison Operators:
•• used in If/Then structure (True/False)used in If/Then structure (True/False)
•• Condition TrueCondition True-- execute statement(s)execute statement(s)
•• Condition FalseCondition False-- statement(s) are not executedstatement(s) are not executed
•• Operators:Operators: Figure 3.17, p. 69Figure 3.17, p. 69

–– d = g;     d is equal to gd = g;     d is equal to g
–– s <> r;   s is not equal to r  s <> r;   s is not equal to r  ******

Arithmetic Operations and Arithmetic Operations and 
Operator PrecedenceOperator Precedence

–– y > i;     y is greater than Iy > i;     y is greater than I
–– p < m;  p is less than mp < m;  p is less than m
–– c >= e;  c is greater than or equal to cc >= e;  c is greater than or equal to c ******
–– m <= s;   m is less than or equal to sm <= s;   m is less than or equal to s ******
–– *** reversing order of symbols will cause syntax error*** reversing order of symbols will cause syntax error

�� Gui Gui interface comparing two numbersinterface comparing two numbers
•• Figure 3.18, 3.19 ;  p. 70Figure 3.18, 3.19 ;  p. 70--7171
•• Code:Code: Figure 3.20, p. 72Figure 3.20, p. 72

�� Option ExplicitOption Explicit-- forces variables to be explicitly forces variables to be explicitly 
declared (in General Declarations)declared (in General Declarations)

Decision Making Comparison Decision Making Comparison 
OperatorsOperators

•• Tool>Options>Editor tabTool>Options>Editor tab
–– check check Require Variable DeclarationRequire Variable Declaration

•• Full Module view:Full Module view: Figure 3.20, p. 55Figure 3.20, p. 55
•• Tab Width:Tab Width: set number of spaces  correspond to set number of spaces  correspond to 

tabtab
�� Function Function InputBoxInputBox displays an input dialogdisplays an input dialog

•• user is prompted to click user is prompted to click OKOK or or CancelCancel to make to make 
dialog box go awaydialog box go away

•• InputBoxInputBox(prompt, title)(prompt, title)

Arithmetic Operations and Arithmetic Operations and 
Operator PrecedenceOperator Precedence
�� String concatenation operator is String concatenation operator is &&

•• strings information togetherstrings information together
�� Each control has a default propertyEach control has a default property

•• Example: forExample: for LabelLabel is is CaptionCaption
�� Note1: write each If/Then structure on multiple Note1: write each If/Then structure on multiple 

lines using lines using End IfEnd If to terminate conditionto terminate condition
�� Note2: statements within body of If/Then Note2: statements within body of If/Then 

should be indentedshould be indented
�� Note3: writing property name improves readingNote3: writing property name improves reading

Arithmetic Operations and Arithmetic Operations and 
Operator PrecedenceOperator Precedence

�� White space characters are ignored by the White space characters are ignored by the 
compilercompiler
•• Example:Example: tabs and spacestabs and spaces
•• Exception:Exception: except when inside double quotesexcept when inside double quotes

�� Sentences may be split over several lines if Sentences may be split over several lines if 
lineline--continuationcontinuation character,_, is usedcharacter,_, is used
•• if not used, results in syntax errorif not used, results in syntax error
•• minimum of one whiteminimum of one white--space character must space character must 

precede lineprecede line--continuation charactercontinuation character

Arithmetic Operations and Arithmetic Operations and 
Operator PrecedenceOperator Precedence

•• Placing anything after linePlacing anything after line--continuation character continuation character 
is a syntax erroris a syntax error

�� Use colon :  to combine two statements on a Use colon :  to combine two statements on a 
single linesingle line

�� square = number ^ 2 : cube = number ^ 3square = number ^ 2 : cube = number ^ 3
�� Splitting an identifier or keyword is syntax Splitting an identifier or keyword is syntax 

errorerror
�� writing one statement per line improves writing one statement per line improves 

program readabilityprogram readability


